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Abstract

In this paper, we explore the implications of infrequent portfolio adjustment for

international portfolios and asset prices in a two-country model. We focus on equity

portfolios and estimate the model based on available data. For portfolio positions,

we consider the U.S. versus the rest of the world and we use the estimates for

U.S. assets and liabilities computed by Bertaut and Tryon (2007) and Bertaut and

Judson (2014). We assume that infrequent portfolio investors face each period a

constant probability p of adjusting their portfolio position. We then determine the

endogenous response of asset prices and portfolios to three types of shocks. The

estimated version of the model is able to match the dynamic behavior of portfolio

position and excess returns when p is low.



1 Introduction

It is di¢ cult to reconcile the behavior of international portfolio positions and cross-

country spillovers with existing open economy models. In particular, in these mod-

els portfolio positions depend strongly on expected excess returns, so that expected

excess return di¤erentials are equal or close to zero. But this is contradicted by

the facts, since we observe signi�cant di¤erences in excess returns and a limited

response of capital �ows to expected returns. The empirical evidence in Bohn and

Tesar (1996) led them to conclude that "We suspect that investors may adjust their

portfolios to new information gradually over time, resulting in both autocorrelated

net purchases and a positive linkage with lagged returns. A full explanation for

U.S. international investment behavior must account for the slow adjustment in

the foreign portfolio over time, as well as the bias toward domestic equity." The

�nance literature has analyzed models with gradual portfolio adjustments and has

shown that this feature can explain various aspects of asset price behavior.1 In

the international context, in Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2010) we showed that

infrequent portfolio adjustment can explain the forward premium puzzle, which

implies a slow adjustment in expected excess returns. However, the focus has been

on returns and not on portfolios.

In this paper, we explore the implications of infrequent portfolio adjustment for

international portfolios and asset prices in a two-country model. We focus on equity

portfolios and estimate the model based on available data. For portfolio positions,

we consider the U.S. versus the rest of the world and we use the estimates for

U.S. assets and liabilities computed by Bertaut and Tryon (2007) and Bertaut and

Judson (2014). We assume that infrequent portfolio investors face each period a

constant probability p of adjusting their portfolio position. We then determine the

endogenous response of asset prices and portfolios to three types of shocks: relative

earnings, relative net supply, and relative hedging. We �nd that the results are

very sensitive to p, but also to the degree of risk aversion and to the persistence of

shocks. The estimated version of the model is able to match the dynamic behavior

1For recent contributions, see Mitchell et al. (2007), Du¢ e (2010), Chien et al. (2012),

Vayanos and Woolley (2012), Hendershott et al. (2013), Greenwood et al. (2015), and Bogous-

slavsky (2016). Earlier papers examine the impact of infrequent portfolio adjustments taking the

process of asset returns as exogenous, e.g. see Lynch (1996) or Gabaix and Laibson (2002). The

literature reports several pieces of evidence on limited portfolio adjustment.
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of portfolio position and excess returns when p is low. We focus on a set of moments

describing these two variables, which include their volatility and persistence as well

as their correlation with fundamental (earnings and net supply) shocks. We also

�nd that the moments can be matched relatively well when p is high and with a

high degree of risk aversion. The reason is that relative earnings shocks are very

persistent, so that a model with very high risk aversion can generate a muted and

persistent response. However, when we estimate both p and the degree of risk

aversion, the data prefers a low level of both variables. Actually, the level of p is

lower than what appears realistic.

The existence of international portofolio data allows us to consider jointly the

behavior of asset prices and the aggregate of porto�io positions. This contrasts

with the recent literature which typically focuses on asset price behavior. For

example, Du¢ e (2010) anaylzes the impact of asset suply shocks on asset prices,

Bougasslovsky (2016) shows that infrequent trading can generate return autocor-

relations consistent with the data, and Chien et al. show that infrequent trading

can increase asset price volatility. One exception is Hendershott et al. (2013) who

show that an extension of the Du¢ e model is consistent with the joint behavior of

stock returns and net trading at short-run frequencies.2

As in most of the literature, we assume that infrequent portfolio decisions are

caused by information costs and that decisions are time dependent.3 Most of the

related literature assumes that individual investors adjust their portfolios at a �xed

interval, say T . Thus a proportion 1=T of investors adjust their portfolio every

period. In that case the optimal portfolio of infrequent traders who make a new

portfolio decision depends on the expected excess return over the next T periods. In

contrast, we assume that investors have a probability p of adjusting their portfolio

so that, given the large number of investors, a proportion p of investors adjust their

portfolio each period. The assumption of a Poisson distribution has been used

in numerous contexts, such as Blanchard-Yaari perpetual youth models or Calvo

price-setting models, but it is new to the literature of portfolio adjustment. This

2Bougasslovky (2016) examines the implications for trading volume.
3Infrequent portfolio adjustments may also be caused by transactions costs, but in that case

decisions are state dependent (e.g., see Buss and Dumas, 2015, for a recent contribution and a

good review of the literature). Considering both information and transactions costs, Abel et al.

(2013) show that the optimal rule is time dependent when the �xed component of transactions

costs is small. In that case, transactions dates and observations dates coincide, which is the

assumption made in this paper.
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assumption is convenient as it leads to a simple aggregation of individual portfolios.

It also leads to smoother dynamics of portfolio adjustments. When portfolios

are adjusted in a staggered way every T period, there is usually a signi�cant

discontinuity in the impulse response to shocks that happens T periods after the

shock. This occurs because the initial group of infrequent traders that change

their portfolio at the time of the shock will change their portfolio again T periods

later, with predictable certainty. The anticipation of this by other traders also

signi�cantly a¤ects their behavior. The constant probability setup that we adopt

here implies more smoothness as the agents who change their portfolio at the time

of a shock will change their portfolio again at varying dates in the future.

Most of the open economy macroeconomic models do not analyze portfolio de-

cisions as they assume complete markets or trading limited to bonds. However, in

recent years a literature on international portfolio decisions has developed. In par-

ticular Tille and van Wincoop (2010, 2014) and Devereux and Sutherland (2010,

2011) explicitly introduced portfolio choice in DSGE models and developed numer-

ical techniques for solving such models. However, in these models only very small

(�third order�) expected return di¤erentials generate large (��rst-order�) changes

in portfolio allocation and capital �ows. In equilibrium expected excess returns are

very small. More recently, several papers have considered more muted responses

of international portfolios due to a higher sensitivity to risk or due to �nancial

constraints. For example, in Gabaix and Maggiori (2015) international investors

have a high degree of risk aversion as most international �ows are intermediated

by �nancial institutions that bear all the currency risk. Portolio responses are

also limited in models with leverage constraints on international investors, such as

Bruno and Shin () or .

Although infrequent portfolio adjustment plays the fundamental role in our

analysis, a key assumption is that there is limited arbitrage by more frequent

traders. Otherwise, frequent traders would o¤set the impact of infrequent traders.

There are actually many reasons, analyzed in the literature, why investors may

have limited positions and may not o¤set infrequent traders positions. But we

also analyze the case where frequent traders dominate the market. This case is

obviously equivalent to the case where p = 1. As already mentioned, we �nd in

that case that we need a much higher degree of risk aversion to get close to the

data.

While a set of parameters are standard and can easily be calibrated, there are
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parameters for which there is little information. This is in particular true for the

adjustment frequency p and the proportion of frequent traders. We �rst examine

how the model performs for di¤erent values of these parameters. Then we estimate

these parameters. We also do this for the rate of risk aversion. While dividend

and net supply shocks can be observed, this is not the case for heding shocks; we

therefore need to estimate its process.

This rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 we present a two-

country model with infrequent portfolio adjustment. Section 3 describes the data

and the estimation method. Section 4 presents the results.

2 Two-Country Model of Gradual Portfolio Ad-

justment

There are two countries, Home and Foreign, and two assets, Home and Foreign

equity. The focus is on the equity market, taking as given the allocation of wealth

towards other assets. In the �rst subsection we describe the equilibrium of the

model when taking as given the equity portfolio shares. In the second subsection

we will discuss portfolio allocation, focusing on gradual portfolio adjustment. The

third subsection summarizes the entire model.

2.1 Model for Given Portfolio Shares

2.1.1 Assets

We denote the Home and Foreign country by i = H;F . Home and Foreign equity

prices and dividends at time t are Qi;t and Di;t. The return on equity of country i

is

Ri;t+1 =
Di;t+1 +Qi;t+1

Qi;t
(1)

Dividends follow an exogenous process. As we will see, we will only need to

specify the process for relative dividends. Denoting logs with lower case letters,

and di¤erences across countries with a superscript D, the relative log dividend is

dDt = dHt � dFt. We assume that it follows an AR(2) process:

dDt = �1dd
D
t�1 + �2dd

D
t�2 + "dt (2)

where "dt+1 � N(0; �2d).
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The asset supply Kit (i = H;F ) evolves according to

Ki;t+1 = (1�  )Kit + Iit (3)

where  is the rate of depreciation. We take investment Iit exogenous: Iit = �Ieuit,

where �I is steady state investment and uit is stochastic with mean zero. Since,

from the perspective of the model, exogenous shifts in the supply of equity have the

same e¤ects as exogenous shifts in equity wealth, we will aggregate these supply

and wealth shocks below.

2.1.2 Agents

There are two types of agents. They di¤er only in the way they allocate their

portfolio, which we will discuss in detail in Section 2.2. The �rst type are infrequent

traders who change their equity portfolio allocation infrequently. The second type,

the frequent traders, change their equity portfolio allocation each period. We

should emphasize that even the infrequent traders in general will trade each period,

but it will be a mechanistic portfolio rebalancing trade in order to keep their equity

portfolio shares constant. For now we describe the equilibrium for given portfolio

shares.

2.1.3 Wealth Accumulation

Consider the equity wealth accumulation of a particular Home agent j, whose time

t portfolio share we denote zjHt. This is the share of equity wealth invested in Home

equity. The agent earns a portfolio return of

RpHjt+1 = zjHtRH;t+1 + (1� zjHt)RF;t+1e
��Ht (4)

We adopt the frequently adopted feature of a fee �Ht on the Foreign equity return.

This plays two roles in the model. First, it contributes to steady state portfolio

home bias. Second, changes in this fee lead to exogenous portfolio shifts. The latter

can be modeled in many other ways, such as noise traders, liquidity traders and

exogenous shifts in risk. We will introduce them through this fee mainly because

it is an analytically convenient way to do so. Per unit of wealth invested, the fee

is TH;t+1 = (1� zjHt)RF;t+1(1� e�Ht). We assume that the fee is paid to a broker,

but returned to investors. Per unit of wealth invested, the agent therefore receives
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a return of

RpHjt+1 + TH;t+1 = zjHtRH;t+1 + (1� zjHt)RF;t+1 (5)

as if the fee did not exist. But from the perspective of portfolio choice we assume

that the investor takes the credit TH;t+1 as given, not under its control, for example

because it is based on an average of agents with the same portfolio. The fee

therefore a¤ects the optimal portfolio, but not wealth accumulation. We will also

assume that the fee �Ht applies to all Home investors that make a new portfolio

decision at time t and remains the same until the agent chooses a new portfolio.

Equity wealth changes because of portfolio returns, non-asset income and con-

sumption. Denote the equity wealth of this agent in period t as W j
Ht. This is after

portfolio returns and non-asset income, but before consumption. We will assume

that agents consume a fraction � of their equity wealth each period. This simpli�es

the analysis and allows us to focus more squarely on the optimal portfolio choice

decision in Section 2.2. The agent then invests (1� �)W j
Ht in equity at the end of

period t and wealth accumulates according to

W j
H;t+1 = (1� �)

�
RpHjt+1 + TH;t+1

�
W j
Ht +GH;t+1 (6)

where GH;t+1 is non-asset income. One can also interpret � and GH;t+1 more

broadly to the extent that they re�ect a reallocation between equity and other

assets. We will assume that � and GH;t+1 are the same for all Home agents.

Analogously, for a Foreign agent j we have

RpFjt+1 = zjF tRH;t+1e
��Ft + (1� zjF t)RF;t+1

W j
F;t+1 = (1� �)

�
RpFjt+1 + TF;t+1

�
W j
F t +GF;t+1 = zjF tRH;t+1 + (1� zjF t)RF;t+1

where � and GFt are the same for all Foreign agents. The portfolio share z
j
F t refers

to the share by the Foreign agents j allocated to Home equity and TF;t+1 is the

reimbursement of the fee per unit of wealth.

2.1.4 Equilibrium

We can now consider the equity market clearing conditions. Let there be a con-

tinuum of agents on the interval [0,1] in both countries, which are distinguished

both by whether they are frequent or infrequent traders and for the latter when
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they last changed their portfolio. The equilibrium conditions are

QHtKHt =

Z 1

0

zjHtW
j
Htdj +

Z 1

0

zjF tW
j
F tdj (7)

QFtKFt =

Z 1

0

�
1� zjHt

�
W j
Htdj +

Z 1

0

�
1� zjF t

�
W j
F tdj (8)

2.1.5 Linearization

We will log-linearize the model, which requires �rst computing the steady state.

For now assume that the steady state of the portfolio share zjHt of all Home agents

is �z > 0:5. We will derive an expression for this in Section 2.2. By symmetry, the

steady state of the portfolio share zjF t of Foreign agents is 1� �z. Denoting steady
state variables with a bar, steady state values �Q, �R, �K and �W can be derived from

(1), (3), (6) and (7):

�R = 1 +
�D
�Q

(9)

�K = �I= (10)

�W =
�G

1� (1� �) �R
(11)

�Q �K = �W (12)

where �I, �D and �G are given.

We can now log-linearize the model around these steady state values. We keep

the portfolio shares in levels, while for all other variables lower case letters refer to

logs. Below all variables are in deviation from their steady state. Denoting zHt =R 1
0
zjHtdj, wHt =

R 1
0
wjHtdj and analogous for the Foreign country, the (aggregated)

wealth accumulation and market clearing conditions become

wH;t+1 = �wHt + � (�zrH;t+1 + (1� �z)rF;t+1) + (1� �)gH;t+1 (13)

wF;t+1 = �wFt + � ((1� �z)rH;t+1 + �zrF;t+1) + (1� �)gF;t+1 (14)

kHt + qHt = zHt + zFt + �zwHt + (1� �z)wFt (15)

kFt + qFt = �zHt � zFt + (1� �z)wHt + �zwFt (16)

where � = (1� �) �R < 1.4

4In steady state � =
�
(1� �) �G+ (1� �) �D �K

�
=
�
�G+ (1� �) �D �K

�
< 1.
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We can take the sum and the di¤erence of these equations across countries.

When we take the sum, we can compute the average equity price and average

wealth. Portfolio allocation does not a¤ect these variables other than through

steady state portfolios. We will focus on the di¤erence of the equations across

countries, which depends on the portfolio shares in deviation from steady state

that is critical to our analysis. Denoting the di¤erence between the Home and

Foreign variables with a superscript D, we then have

wDt+1 = �wDt + �(2�z � 1)ert+1 + (1� �)gDt+1 (17)

kDt + qDt = 4z
A
t + (2�z � 1)wDt (18)

Here ert+1 = rH;t+1 � rF;t+1 is the excess return and zAt+1 = 0:5(zH;t + zF;t) is the

average portfolio share invested in the Home country.

Given the exogenous investment speci�cation, we also have

kDt = (1�  )kDt�1 +  uDt (19)

In what follows we will set  = 1��. This simpli�es the model and is a reasonable
approximation. Our estimate of � for monthly data, discussed below, is just below

0.99, so that  = 1 � � = 0:01 implies an annual depreciation rate of just below

12%, which accords well with the 10% that is generally used in calibration. In that

case we can make the following simpli�cation. De�ne ~wDt = wDt � kDt =(2�z � 1).
This combines relative wealth and relative asset supply. Also de�ne aDt = (1 �
�)(gDt � uDt =(2�z � 1)), which combines relative wealth shocks with relative supply
shocks. Talk about net demand? De�ne x=2�z � 1 as home bias measure
and use it the the subseqent equations? Then we can write the system as

~wDt+1 = � ~wDHt + �(2�z � 1)ert+1 + aDt+1 (20)

qDt = 4z
A
t + (2�z � 1) ~wDt (21)

We assume that aDt follows an AR(1) process:

aDt+1 = �aa
D
t + "at+1 (22)

with "at � N(0; �2a).

As we can see from (21), the average portfolio share a¤ects relative asset de-

mand and therefore the relative equity price. This in turn a¤ects expected excess

returns, which feeds back to portfolio choice.
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2.2 Portfolio Allocation

We now get to the core of the model, which is about portfolio allocation. Talk
about frequent and infrequent and proba p.

2.2.1 Average Portfolio Share

We can write the average portfolio share in the Home country as

zHt = fzfHt + (1� f)ziHt (23)

Here f is the fraction of agents that are frequent traders, which is the same as the

fraction of steady state wealth managed by frequent traders. zfHt is the portfolio

share of frequent traders, while ziHt is the average portfolio share of infrequent

traders. Since each period a random fraction p of infrequent traders choose a new

portfolio, ziHt evolves according to

ziHt = (1� p)ziH;t�1 + p~zHt (24)

where ~zHt is the portfolio share chosen by the fraction p of infrequent traders

that choose a new portfolio at time t. We need to derive expressions for the

portfolio shares zfHt and ~zHt of agents that make a new portfolio decision at time

t. Analogously, for the Foreign country

zFt = fzfF t + (1� f)ziF t (25)

ziF t = (1� p)ziF;t�1 + p~zFt (26)

2.2.2 Optimal Portfolio Infrequent Traders

We focus on the optimal portfolio choice of the infrequent traders. The optimal

portfolio of the frequent traders is just the limit of that when p goes to 1. Consider

a Home agent j, who is an infrequent trader and is picked to choose a new portfolio

share ~zHt at time t. To save notation, we will omit the j index for agent j as the

portfolio problem will be identical for all Home agents choosing a new portfolio.

The agent chooses her portfolio to minimize

1X
s=1

�sEt
C1�H;t+s

1� 
(27)
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where CHt is consumption of the Home agent at time t. Agents consume a constant

fraction of wealth, so that CH;t+s = �WH;t+s.5 The agent therefore maximizes
1X
s=1

�sEt
W 1�
H;t+s

1� 
(28)

subject to

WH;t+1 = (1� �)
�
Rpt+1 + TH;t+1

�
Wt +GH;t+1 (29)

The agent faces uncertainty about future portfolio returns as well as uncertainty

about when to be picked next to choose a portfolio. These two types of uncertainty

are independent. The probability that the agent chooses a new portfolio again at

time t+ i is pi = p(1� p)i�1. We can then write

EtW
1�
H;t+s =

s�1X
i=1

piEtWH;t+s(i)
1� +

 
1�

s�1X
m=1

pm

!
EtŴ

1�
H;t+s (30)

Here the expectations on the right hand side only depend on portfolio returns and

WH;t+s(i) denotes wealth at t + s conditional on the next portfolio change taking

place at t + i < t + s. This means that the portfolio share ~zHt is held constant

until t+ i. ŴH;t+s denotes wealth at t+ s conditional on the next portfolio change

taking place at t+ s or later. In that case the portfolio share ~zt remains constant

until at least t+ s.

The �rst-order condition for the optimal portfolio ~zHt is then
1X
s=1

s�1X
i=1

pi�
sEtWH;t+s(i)

� @WH;t+s(i)

@~zt
+

1X
s=1

 
1�

s�1X
m=1

pm

!
�sEtŴ

�
H;t+s

@ŴH;t+s

@~zt
= 0 (31)

We have
@WH;t+s(i)

@~zHt
=
@WH;t+i

@~zHt

@WH;t+s

@WH;t+i

(32)

where
@WH;t+s

@WH;t+i

= (1� �)s�iRpt+i;t+s (33)

@WH;t+i

@~zHt
=

iX
j=1

(1� �)i�j+1(RH;t+j �RF;t+je
�� )Rpt+j;t+iWH;t+j�1 (34)

5As discussed above, more generally it is also possible that some of the equity wealth is

reallocated to other assets rather than consumed, in which case consumption needs a broader

interpretation.
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Here Rpt+i;t+s =
Qs
j=i+1R

p
t+j is the cumulative portfolio return from t+ i to t+ s.

@Ŵt+s=@~zHt is equal to @Wt+i=@~zHt for i = s.

After substituting these expressions into the �rst-order condition (31), we adopt

the following steps that are detailed in the Technical Appendix and are similar to

Campbell (1993). We �rst write the �rst order condition in terms of expectations

of the exponential of terms involving log portfolio returns and log wealth at fu-

ture dates. We then substitute expressions for log-linearized portfolio returns and

wealth. Using normality of log returns, we then compute the expectation. We

�nally linearize the resulting exponential expression. This results in the following

optimal portfolio ~zHt:

~zHt = 0:5 +
1

D

1X
s=1

[�(1� p)]s�1Etert+s + hiHt (35)

where

D =
1X
s=1

[�(1� p)]s�1

"
~vart(ert+s) + 2(~ � 1)

X
i<s

�s�icovt(ert+s; ert+i)

#
(36)

and

~ = �
1� ��

1� ��2
 (37)

The optimal portfolio has two components. The �rst and most important part

depends on future expected excess returns. The lower p, the less frequent new

portfolio decisions are made and therefore the longer the e¤ective horizon of an

agent when making a new portfolio decision. The optimal portfolio depends on

expectations of all future excess returns, with the weight declining at the rate

�(1� p). A lower value of p therefore leads to a higher weight on expected excess
returns further into the future. As usual with optimal portfolios, the response to

changes in expected returns is lower the higher the rate of risk aversion and the

higher the risk about future excess returns. This is captured by the denominator

D of the optimal portfolio.

The second part of the optimal portfolio is hiHt. This is the part of the portfolio

that does not depend on expectations of future excess returns. The full expression

for hiHt is in Appendix B. It is made up of three types of terms, capturing a hedge

against future non-asset income GH;t+1, a hedge against changes in future portfolio

returns (changing investment opportunity set) and the cost �Ht of investing abroad.

We will refer to this as the hedge term of the portfolio, even though the part
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involving �Ht is not technically a hedge. The steady state fraction invested at

home is equal to 0.5 plus the steady state hedge term. We assume �Ht is such that

the steady state portfolio share is �z.

There is a close analogy between this optimal portfolio of infrequent traders

and the optimal price under Calvo price setting. The latter assumes that there

is a probability p of �rms setting a new price each period. The expression for

the optimal price (e.g. page 45 of Gali (2008)) depends on a weighted average of

future marginal costs, with the weight declining at the same rate �(1 � p) as in

the optimal portfolio expression (35). In the portfolio expression, the expected

marginal cost at future dates is replaced by expected excess returns, scaled by

D, and the markup is replaced by the hedge term.Belongs in a footnote or
elswhere.

2.2.3 Frequent versus Infrequent Traders

For frequent traders the optimal portfolio can be obtained by letting p! 1, which

gives

zfHt =
Etert+1

~vart(ert+1)
+ hfHt (38)

The term hfHt again captures terms unrelated to the expected excess return. It is

again assumed to be �z in steady state.6

There are at least three key di¤erences between frequent and infrequent traders.

First, since infrequent traders change their portfolio infrequently, as a group their

average portfolio changes more gradually. The lower the value of p, the less the

e¤ect of new portfolio decisions by infrequent traders on their average portfolio

share. Second, infrequent traders who do change their portfolio have a longer

horizon than frequent traders. In our application one period will be one month.

Frequent traders therefore base their portfolio on the expected excess return over

the next month, while infrequent traders generally care about expected returns

much further into the future. Finally, even when they change their portfolio,

infrequent traders are much less responsive to expected excess returns in the near

future than frequent traders. This is because the denominator D of the portfolio

of infrequent traders is much larger than that of frequent traders. For given risk

6A technicality is that the steady state cost of investment abroad may have to be slightly

di¤erent for frequent and infrequent traders to make sure that they have the same steady state

portfolio shares.
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aversion, all of this implies a weaker and more gradual response of portfolios of

infrequent traders to changes in expected returns.

2.2.4 Expression for Average Portfolio Share

We �nally need to derive an expression for the average portfolio share zAt across the

two countries that enters equilibrium condition (21). For this we need to combine

the expressions of ~zHt and z
f
Ht for Home investors with the analogous expressions

~zFt and z
f
F t for Foreign investors. The only di¤erence between the two involves the

hedge terms. The parts that depends on expected excess returns are identical.7

Putting all results of this section together, we can then obtain the following

expression for the average portfolio share zAt in deviation from steady state:

zAt = f
Etert+1

~vart(ert+1)
+ (1� f)zt + nt (39)

where

zt = (1� p)zt�1 +
p

D

1X
s=1

[�(1� p)]sEtert+s (40)

and

nt = fhA;ft + (1� f)
1X
i=0

(1� p)ihA;it�i (41)

Here hA;ft and hA;it are the average of the Home and Foreign hedge terms of respec-

tively frequent and infrequent traders.

As derived in the Technical Appendix, and discussed in Appendix B, the aver-

age hedge terms are

hA;it =
0:5

D(1� �(1� p))
�Dt

hA;ft =
0:5

~vart(ert+1)
�Dt

An increase in �Dt implies a relative portfolio shift from Foreign equity to Home

equity. We interpret nt as exogenous portfolio shifts. While we have modeled

them here through �Dt , this was mainly a matter of convenience. We interpret

7To make this part di¤erent between Home and Foreign investors, we would have to introduce

information asymmetries, as in Albuquerque et.al (2007,2009), Brennan and Cao (1997) and Tille

and van Wincoop (2014). We abstract from that here.
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these portfolio shifts more broadly as resulting from such factors as time varying

risk, noise trade (expectational errors), liquidity trade, time varying risk-aversion

or changes in other investment opportunities.

We will assume an AR(2) process for nt:

nt = �1nt�1 + �2nt�2 + "nt (42)

We assume that there is a process for �Dt underlying this.

2.3 Model Summary

It is useful to summarize the full set of equations that make up the model:

qDt = 4z
A
t + (2�z � 1) ~wDt (43)

~wDt = � ~wDt�1 + �(2�z � 1)ert + aDt (44)

zAt = f
Etert+1

~vart(ert+1)
+ (1� f)zt + nt (45)

zt = (1� p)zt�1 +
p

D

1X
s=1

[�(1� p)]sEtert+s (46)

dDt = �d1d
D
t�1 + �d2d

D
t�2 + "dt (47)

nt = �1nt�1 + �2nt�2 + "nt (48)

aDt = �aa
D
t�1 + "at (49)

3 Quantitative Analysis

3.1 Data Description

Details regarding data construction and data sources are discussed in Appendix A.

There are three basic series that can be used to confront the model to the data: zAt ,

qDt , and d
D
t . Portfolio data is taken from Bertaut and Tryon (2007) and Bertaut

and Judson (2014), while the other data comes from MSCI.8 The Home country

is the US and the Foreign country is the rest of the world (ROW). The rest of the

world is made of 21 developed and 23 emerging markets countries (following the

MSCI list). The data is monthly and the sample is 1995.11-2014.12.

8Bertaut and Tryon (2007) and Bertaut and Judson (2014) correct TIC data to adjust for

various biases. This data is used in several other studies, e.g., Curcuru et al. (2011).
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For qDt , we use the di¤erence in log equity price indices between the US and the

ROW. For dDt , we consider the di¤erence in earnings. We use earnings rather than

dividend data because the latter may be a¤ected by unrelated corporate �nance

decisions. For example, US corporations have increasingly bought back their shares

and reduced their dividend payments in the last decades.9

For portofolio shares, we have zAt = (zHt+zFt)=2 and we use zHt = US external

claims on ROW/(US market capitalization - US external liabilities + US external

claims on ROW) and zFt = ROW external claims on US/(ROW market capital-

ization - US external claims + ROW external claims on US). We also compute �z

as the mean of the average domestic portfolio share (zHt + (1 � zFt))=2. We �nd

that �z = 0:7634: This implies that the home bias x = (2�z � 1) = 0:527. We can
then de�ne net demand ~wDt from (43).

3.2 Estimation Procedure

We match a set of 21 moments to be described.

4 Results

Tables 1 and 2 shows how the model performs for di¤erent levels of p. Table 1

presents the results when we set  = 10, while in Table 2 we estimate  with the

constraint that  � 50. The overall performance of the model can be evaluated

by the line objective, which gives the weighted sum of residuals for the moments

to be matched. This number is clearly lower for p = 0:01 in both tables. It is

the highest for f = 1, which is equivalent to p = 1, i.e., all frequent investors are

frequent traders.

To be continued...

9The MSCI return index is also based on earnings. The correlation between the di¤erence in

earnings and the di¤erence in dividends is 80%.
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p=0.01 p=0.04 f=1

DATA Model t-value Model t-value Model t-value

STANDARD DEVIATIONS
ert 0.0271 0.026 0.63 0.0272 0.08 0.031 2.59

zAt 0.0261 0.018 1.40 0.019 1.22 0.023 0.49

zAt � zAt�1 0.0045 0.0046 0.28 0.0049 1.71 0.0059 4.81

AUTOCORRELATIONS
ert 0.086 0.051 0.52 0.130 0.71 0.055 0.42

zAt 0.976 0.961 0.70 0.956 0.78 0.964 0.75

zAt � zAt�1 0.155 0.061 1.39 0.16 0.06 0.05 1.41

CONTEMPORANEOUS CORRELATIONS
corr(aDt ; ert) 0.404 0.287 2.11 0.177 3.79 0.035 6.09

corr(aDt ; z
A
t � zAt�1) 0.023 -0.102 2.03 -0.195 3.55 -0.281 5.24

corr(dDt � dDt�1; z
A
t � zAt�1) 0.180 0.162 0.29 0.343 2.87 0.522 7.11

corr(dDt � dDt�1; ert) 0.248 0.163 1.33 0.338 1.57 0.50 5.02

corr(ert; z
A
t � zAt�1) 0.922 0.922 0.09 0.930 0.87 0.949 4.00

FORWARD CORRELATIONS
corr(dDt � dDt�1; z

A
t+12 � zAt ) -0.076 0.071 2.39 0.071 2.55 -0.006 1.11

corr(dDt � dDt�1; ert;t+12) -0.011 0.079 1.48 0.079 1.58 -0.004 0.11

corr(aDt ; z
A
t+12 � zAt ) 0.005 -0.038 0.63 -0.029 0.50 0.014 0.12

corr(aDt ; ert;t+12) 0.100 -0.061 2.31 -0.052 2.15 -0.000 1.43

corr(zAt � zAt�1; ert;t+12) 0.027 -0.057 1.39 -0.099 2.15 0.026 0.01

corr(ert; z
A
t+12 � zAt ) 0.049 -0.058 1.76 -0.106 2.69 0.050 0.02

EXPECTED EXCESS RETURN MOMENTS
sd(Etert+1)� estimate 0.0083 0.0080 0.26 0.0112 1.78 0.0080 0.16

AC(Etert+1)� estimate 0.671 0.682 0.08 0.622 0.40 0.580 0.48

Objective 34.30 72.95 192.7

Parameter Estimates s.e. s.e. s.e.

�n1 1.275 0.011 1.520 0.007 1.941 0.002

�n 0.0048 0.000 0.0085 0.000 0.0288 0.0006

f 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
The Table assumes ~ = 10 and reports results for 3 cases: (i) p = 0:01, (ii) p = 0:04, (iii) f = 1. The

estimated parameters of the noise process and f (and standard errors) are at the bottom of the table. The

table reports the average model moments over 1000 simulations (under Model) and t-value of each moment.

The latter is the di¤erence between the average model moment and data moment, divided by the standard

deviation of the model moment based on the 1000 simulations. The objective function is shown right below

the moments, which corresponds to the sum of the squared t-values of the moments.

Table 1: Data and Model Moments for ~ = 10
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p=0.01 p=0.04 f=1

DATA Model t-value Model t-value Model t-value

STANDARD DEVIATIONS
ert 0.0271 0.0263 0.59 0.0266 0.35 0.0281 0.71

zAt 0.0261 0.0202 1.38 0.0190 2.06 0.0232 0.40

zAt � zAt�1 0.0045 0.0046 0.25 0.0047 0.79 0.0052 2.79

AUTOCORRELATIONS
ert 0.086 0.143 0.76 0.190 1.36 -0.006 1.34

zAt 0.976 0.971 0.41 0.966 0.82 0.967 0.43

zAt � zAt�1 0.155 0.158 0.04 0.205 0.66 -0.005 2.34

CONTEMPORANEOUS CORRELATIONS
corr(aDt ; ert) 0.404 0.292 2.02 0.243 2.80 0.117 4.79

corr(aDt ; z
A
t � zAt�1) 0.023 -0.097 1.94 -0.14 2.67 -0.24 4.38

corr(dDt � dDt�1; z
A
t � zAt�1) 0.180 0.132 0.77 0.203 0.37 0.359 3.13

corr(dDt � dDt�1; ert) 0.248 0.132 1.81 0.202 0.73 0.347 1.70

corr(ert; z
A
t � zAt�1) 0.922 0.922 0.03 0.925 0.28 0.935 1.66

FORWARD CORRELATIONS
corr(dDt � dDt�1; z

A
t+12 � zAt ) -0.076 0.021 1.56 0.030 1.72 -0.007 1.11

corr(dDt � dDt�1; ert;t+12) -0.011 0.029 0.66 0.036 0.77 -0.001 0.16

corr(aDt ; z
A
t+12 � zAt ) 0.005 -0.011 0.24 -0.015 0.29 0.014 0.12

corr(aDt ; ert;t+12) 0.100 -0.029 1.88 -0.031 1.87 -0.006 1.53

corr(zAt � zAt�1; ert;t+12) 0.027 0.049 0.31 0.033 0.09 -0.040 1.04

corr(ert; z
A
t+12 � zAt ) 0.049 0.074 0.34 0.055 0.09 -0.022 1.06

EXPECTED EXCESS RETURN MOMENTS
sd(Etert+1)� estimate 0.0083 0.0081 0.11 0.0093 0.61 0.0061 1.54

AC(Etert+1)� estimate 0.671 0.649 0.16 0.687 0.15 0.425 0.96

Objective 21.48 31.22 82.68

Parameter Estimates s.e. s.e. s.e.

~ 25.19 0.99 50 50

�n1 1.810 0.007 1.857 0.003 1.149 0.072

�n 0.0021 0.000 0.0030 0.000 0.0133 0.0006

f 0.018 0.001 0.027 0.001 1
The Table assumes ~ � 50 and reports results for 3 cases: (i) p = 0:01, (ii) p = 0:04, (iii) f = 1. The

estimated parameters of the noise process f and ~ (and standard errors if not binding) are at the bottom of

the table. The table reports the average model moments over 1000 simulations (under Model) and t-value

of each moment.

Table 2: Data and Model Moments for ~ � 50
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Appendix
Appendix A. Data Description

Using MSCI data notation, the precise data de�nition for relative prices is:

qDt = ln(msci_us_PI_norm/msci_acwi_exus_PI_norm)

where price indices are normalized to 100 in 1995.11. dDt is computed as relative
earnings and earnings are derived by dividing the price index (PI) by the price
earnings ratio (PER):

dDt = ln (msci_us_PI/msci_us_PER)- ln (msci_acwi_us_PI/msci_acwi_us_PER)

For portfolio shares, we use:

zHt =
US external claims on ROW

US market capitalization-US external liabilities + US external claims on ROW

zFt =
ROW external claims on US

ROW market capitalization - US external claims + ROW external claims on US

USmarket capitalization: msci_us_MV; ROWmarket capitalization: msci_acwi_exus_MV.US
external claims on ROW : us_stk_est_pos derived from bertaut_tryon_claims_thru2011.csv
and bertaut_judson_positions_claims_2015.csv. ROW external claims on US:
ftot_stk_est_pos derived from ticdata.liabilities.ftot.txt and
bertaut_judson_positions_liabs_2015.csv. Both are for all countries, item 69995.
We use all countries for ROW rather than using bilateral data for the 44 countries
in MSCI data. Bilateral country data may be biased because it does not always
capture the true destination or source country (e.g., portfolios with �nancial cen-
ters).

Appendix B. Hedge Terms Optimal Portfolio

For a variable x, de�ne

~xt;t+i =
iX
j=1

�1�jxt+j (50)

As shown in the Technical Appendix, where we derive the optimal portfolio of
infrequent traders, the hedge term for Home infrequent investors is

hiHt =
1� ��

��

NHt
D

(51)
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where

NHt = �
1X
s=1

s�1X
i=1

(��)spi�
s�icov( ~ert;t+i; ~r

pH
t+i;t+s)

�
1X
s=1

s�1X
i=1

(��)spi
1� �

�
�scov( ~ert;t+i; ~gH;t;t+s)

+
1X
s=1

s�1X
i=1

(��)spi
1� �

�

iX
j=1

cov(~gH;t;t+j�1; ert+j)

+

1X
s=1

s�1X
i=1

(��)spicov( ~ert;t+i; r̂
pH
t+i;t+s)

�
1X
s=1

(��)s

 
1�

s�1X
m=1

pm

!

1� �

�
�scov( ~ert;t+s; ~gH;t;t+s)

+
1X
s=1

(��)s

 
1�

s�1X
m=1

pm

!
1� �

�

sX
j=1

cov(~gH;t;t+j�1; ert+j)

+
1X
s=1

s�1X
i=1

iX
j=1

(��)spi�
1�j�Ht

+
1X
s=1

sX
j=1

(��)s�1�j

 
1�

s�1X
m=1

pm

!
�Ht (52)

The terms involve a hedge against future portfolio returns and non-asset income,
as well as fee �Ht of investing abroad.
For Foreign investors the hedge term is the same, with NHt replaced by NFt.

Superscripts and subscripts H are placed with F and �Ht is replaced with ��Ft.
The average hedge term hA;it = (hiHt + hiF t)=2 is much simpler as all terms other
than those involving the fees �Ht and �Ft drop out. The reason for this is that
when we add up the Home and Foreign hedge terms, the covariances in all cases can
be written as a covariance between the excess return and the average of variables
across countries. This covariance is zero as the Home and Foreign returns by
symmetry have the same covariance with variables that are an average across
countries. As shown in the Technical Appendix, we have

hA;it =
0:5

D(1� �(1� p))
�Dt (53)

Analogously, for frequent traders

hA;ft =
0:5

~vart(ert+1)
�Dt (54)
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